This analytical vignette explores Schubert's inventive handling of vocal and accompanimental texture, focusing on a technique by which he moves the vocal part from the principal melody into an inner or bass voice. These passages, in which the vocal line cedes its role as the bearer of melody and hides within the texture, relate in striking ways to the poetry associated with them: Schubert tends to reserve these hidden melodies for poems that deal with concealment, interiority, seclusion, inwardness, and intimacy. Analysis of a representative song-"Greisengesang," D. 778 (1823)-reveals the different strategies that Schubert uses to reposition the voice within the texture and the profound expressive effects that result.
Wo sind sie hingegangen?
Where have they gone? In's Herz hinab. Down into my heart; Da blühn sie nach Verlangen, There, as before, Wie vor so nach.
They bloom as desired.
Sind alle Freudenströme
Have all the rivers of joy in this world Der Welt versiegt?
Run dry? Noch fliesst mir durch den Busen A silent stream still flows Ein stiller Bach.
Through my breast.
Sind alle Nachtigallen Have all the nightingales Der Flur verstummt?
In the meadows fallen silent? Noch ist bei mir im Stillen Within me, secretly, Hier eine wach.
One still stirs. Only to the fragrance of dreams!"
In his 1823 setting of the poem (D. 778), Schubert dramatizes this flow of hidden passiona passion the speaker feels acutely within himself, even if it cannot be seen by the outside world-with a stunning textural transformation in the first line of the fourth stanza, "Wo sind sie hingegangen?" (Where have they gone?). Up to this point, the vocal melody and the piano's right hand have doubled each other. When the singer begins, for example, his melody is doubled at the unison in the right hand and at the octave in the left hand. (See Example 2 for Schubert's setting of stanzas 1-3, which is nearly identical to his setting of stanzas 5-7.
2) The texture, reminiscent of that in his song "Ihr Bild," is stark, simple, stripped bare. Schubert momentarily thickens the texture at cadential moments (in mm. -9, 12-13, 16-17, 20-21, and 27-29) ; still, the voice and the piano's right hand remain wedded to each other. Already in the opening section of the song we can see how Schubert's 2 The song exists in multiple autographs, some with more vocal ornamentation than others; many scholars believe that the most ornamented autograph reflects some of the coloratura additions that Johann Michael Vogl added when performing the piece. For a discussion of the different versions, see Richard Kramer, Yet the textural transformation in the fourth stanza-and also in the last stanza, which is set to nearly identical music-is even more expressive, and more radical. (Example 3 shows the measures associated with stanza 4, picking up where Example 2 left off.)
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In m. 30, the vocal line suddenly dips into the chords: beginning on G3, it doubles the lowest notes of the piano two octaves above, which themselves are doubled an octave above.
Having acted thus far as the structural melody (i.e., the upper part of an outervoice structural framework), the vocal line abandons the melody and hides itself within the piano accompaniment. I use the word "hide" in the sense that the vocal melody is buried within the texture, not in the sense that it is inaudible or unimportant; in fact, in many ways the vocal melody at "Wo sind sie hingegangen?" draws attention to itself precisely because it diverges from its expected textural path. The moment is marked not only by the textural change, but also by a sudden cessation of movement: time seems to slow as the music comes to rest on an elongated V chord in m. 29 and then seems almost to stop entirely; the V chord is prolonged over the next four measures as the piano's upper voice sustains2 and the alto and bass voices effect a slow-motion voice exchange.
What makes this passage so remarkable is that the vocal line changes roles. In terms of pitch space, it may be sandwiched into the middle of the texture, but in terms of voice- 277 beauty it can never penetrate the surface of the piano's right-hand melody. No matter how much more florid the vocal line becomes, how much more essential to the meaning of the passage-providing crucial pitches that help to give the chords their identity-it never reconnects with the piano's uppermost voice. Schubert's blooming but hidden melody is a perfect musical metaphor for the old man's blooming but hidden desire.5
It turns out that this sort of hidden melody is common in Schubert's song output.
In 1997 The phenomenon deserves to be a central topic in our analyses of Schubert's Lieder.
Schubert's hidden melodies have a lot to teach us, not least about the variety of his experiments with texture and voice-piano interactions. Even when it comes to this single technique-that is, repositioning the vocal melody-Schubert takes many different approaches. In surveying Schubert songs with hidden melodies, I have discovered that when he moves the vocal melody to another part of the texture he tends to use three main strategies, sometimes singly and sometimes in combination. ("Greisengesang" happens to use all three.) One of the two most common strategies is to have the singer double an inner voice that is already present in the piano accompaniment; the other is to have him double the bass line. Less often Schubert will have the singer provide an inner voice that is missing from the piano accompaniment.9 Further work on this topic might involve exploring whether there are structural differences and consequences when the vocal melody doubles an inner voice rather than a bass line; for example, do inner-voice melodies seem more hidden than bass-voice melodies?
The text-expressive connotations of Schubert's hidden melodies also warrant further examination. Schubert tends to reserve his hidden melodies for poems that deal with concealment, interiority, seclusion, inwardness, and intimacy. A technique as simple as sinking the melody into an inner or bass voice can suggest an array of diverse but related poetic ideas: entering a secret place, descending into the grave, coming to rest, shutting out the external world, retreating into memory and dreams. What other poetic ideas and images inspired Schubert to use this technique, and how did he tailor each textual drama to the textural drama at hand? away violently at certain points in the song; Youens, Heinrich Heine and the Lied (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 16. Elsewhere she notes that the singer's voice doubles the bass line in "Der Kreuzzug," a sign of the shift in voice at this point in the poem, from the narrator (whose melody is doubled in the right-hand part) to the monk, who lives in the cloisters; Youens, Schubert's Late Lieder: Beyond the Song-Cycles (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002, 235-36) . In his famous analysis of "Auf dem Flusse," David Lewin examines the structural and textexpressive significance of the "doubling relations of voice, right hand, and bass line," noting that in strophes 1 and 2 the voice doubles the bass line, in strophes 3 and 4 voice and piano double one another, and in strophe 5 and onward the voice moves upward and detaches itself from the right hand; Lewin, "Auf dem Flusse: Image and Background in a Schubert Song," 19th-Century Music 6/1 (1982), 53, https://doi.org/10.1525/ncm.1982.6.1.02a00060. And Lawrence Kramer comments briefly on the doublings that occur in the final strophe of Schubert's modified-strophic setting of "An den Mond," D. 296, where the piano suddenly doubles the voice in three different octaves, suggesting the "union of friend with friend," and then sounds the melody alone, creating a feeling of mysterious intimacy; Kramer, Franz Schubert: Sexuality, Subjectivity, Song (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 114. 9 Another theoretical option-realized only rarely by Schubert-is to have the vocal melody provide a missing bass voice. One example is "Die liebe Farbe," from Die schöne Müllerin. Muxfeldt notes that in mm. 6-7 the vocal melody (if performed by a tenor or baritone) provides a functional bass, with the left hand tracing a similar contour in thirds above the voice and the right hand playing repeated F ♯ s; thereafter the roles of the voice and the right hand swap as the lines cross; Muxfeldt, "Schubert's Songs," 129-30.
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Stephen Rodgers "wo sind sie hingegangen?": hidden melodies and schubert's "greisengesang" music theory & analysis | volume 4, # ii, october 2017 279 Finally, hidden melodies like the one found in "Greisengesang" demonstrate that even if texture is one of music's so-called secondary parameters,10 for Schubert the positioning of the voice within the texture is far from secondary in importance-not incidental or trivial, but deeply meaningful. The pathways that Schubert's melodies take as they move through the texture-sometimes singing out on top, other times dipping within, plunging deep beneath, or even floating high above-are more than merely lines on a graph. They are powerful expressive trajectories that are no less vital to the shape and affect of a song than comparable melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic trajectories. In our continued explorations of Schubert's Lieder, we ought to follow these pathways and listen carefully to what his hidden voices have to tell us. The speaker locks himself away from the world, embraces a loved one, and enjoys an intimacy "unknown and undreamt of by men." The bass and inner-voice doublings create a feeling of privacy, inwardness, and seclusion.
"Lied eines Schiffers an die Dioskuren" 360 1816 8-10, 31-33 (doubles inner voice)
A sailor feels calmed and comforted by two stars that shine above him and guide him on his journey. The innervoice doubling captures the sailor's mood (quieted, feeling an inner peace) and his place in the scene (situated between the stars above and the sea below). Death tells the Maiden that she will sleep softly in his arms. The vocal melody descends into the bass line as the Maiden descends into sleep and death.
"Der Wanderer" 649 1819 6-9, 11-14 (doubles bass) A wanderer walks by the light of the moon. The voice follows the bass line just as the wanderer follows the moon.
"Nachtviolen" 752 1822 33-43 (doubles different inner voices, leaping from one to the other)
The speaker basks in the beauty of a violet and experiences the blossoming of their "sacred union" in the silence of night. The inner-voice doubling creates a feeling of intimacy as the vocal melody is embraced by the piano's upper and lower voices.
"Aus Heliopolis I" 753 1822 53-56, 60-63 (doubles inner voice)
The speaker imagines an idealized utopia where he will feel the healing rays of the sun. The piano sings above the vocal melody just as the sun shines above the speaker.
"Aus Heliopolis II" 754 1822 31, 37, 47-57 (doubles bass) The speaker ascends to a mountaintop where a ruined castle stands and takes it in fully so that he will find the right words with which to memorialize it in art. The bass doubling suggests the profundity of the scene and the connectedness the speaker feels with the earth and the castle itself. An old man with pale cheeks feels the hidden passion that lies deep within his heart. The voice doubles the bass when the man says the roses of youth have gone down into his heart; the inner-voice doublings (where the vocal melody sings beneath the piano melody but never reconnects with it) suggest his blooming but hidden desire.
"Die liebe Farbe" 795 1823 6-7 (provides bass, if sung by a low voice)
The miller, fearing he has lost the millmaid to the hunter, imagines digging a grave for himself. The vocal melody is rooted to the bottom of the texture just as the miller is rooted to the earth and to thoughts of suicide.
"Der Sieg" 805 1824 9-10 (doubles bass), 35-38 (doubles bass), 48-49 (doubles bass)
The vocal melody doubles the piano's bass voice and then floats above it just as "age-old dreams" float over the flowers, soothing the speaker's mind, before he takes his own life.
"Am Fenster" 878 1826 50-51, 54-55 (doubles inner voice)
A monk addresses the high walls of his room, which reflect the moonlight, feeling comforted by them. The innervoice doubling suggests his position in the scene (enclosed within his chamber, looking up at the walls and the moon).
"Alinde" 904 1827 21-22 (doubles bass), 23-34 (doubles inner voice), and comparable passages in later strophes
The speaker seeks his beloved, Alinde, and asks a reaper, a fisherman, and a hunter for help. The bass and innervoice doublings evoke the voices of the different characters and, in the final strophe, the voice of Alinde herself; the doublings thus suggest listening to the voices of others.
"Auf dem Flusse" 911 1827 5-21 (doubles and embellishes bass)
The wanderer ponders the river that flows beneath a surface of ice and compares it with the passion that flows within his cold heart.
